BEYOND THE LAW

16+

tags: detective, rule, criminal, relations,
psychology, investigations
genre: documentary, criminal

seasons min
8

episodes year

24 / 26 / 23 / 46 / 22 375

2005 - 2019

About
The documentary “Above Law” is the chronography of Russian criminal life with gloomy pictures. Each episode restores a solved case from
Russian court practice. Police footage and eyewitness testimonies are combined with staged event sequence. However, actors play real
criminals, who have commited nonﬁctional crimes and got original jail terms. “Above Law” episodes are build like detective stories: the
audience are engaged in the investigation and make their own versions of events along with investigators and journ

INHERENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT

16+

tags: corruption, criminal, crime, investigations
genre: detective, documentary

seasons

min

episodes

year

1 season

24

40

2010

About
The unique documentary series “Inherent Security Department” are based on the internal documents of the Inherent Security Department of
the Russian Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs, unsealed after the noughties. The department is designed to combat crimes and corruption within the
Ministry. The audience learn ﬁrst-hand from the representatives of the Inherent Security Department how police oﬃcers line their pockets by
killing businessmen, selling unregistered guns to civilians, running a protection racket for those, who sell drugs, counterfeited vodka, smuggled
cigarettes and spoiled foo

Unbelievable Stories

16+

tags: life stories, incredible, thrilling
genre: documentary, thrilling, cognitive

seasons

min

episodes

year

Season 1

24

50

2018

Season 2

22

40

2019

About
Extraordinary people, miraculous healing, inexplicable mysteries and Internet heroes! The love that does wonders: it heals or helps ﬁnd close
relatives or friends through decades and thousands of kilometeres. Real-life dramas with unpredictable scenario. Crazy and noble acts, feats.
Mysteries that frighten or make up laugh sometimes, or save our lives in hopeless situations. Those are all Unbelievable stories that you would
never believe if they weren't true!

